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Question Details

# Question

1 I understand there is a backlog of release requests with the Ministry.  Will this shift result 

in MoE clearing the backlog of release requests in the near term?  What should we 

anticipate for response time on a release request in the que for Scenario 1?

2 Will you be sending the reminders to the responsible person AND the consultant? 

Sometime the person responsible is not so responsible... may not pass on the reminder to 

their consultant

3 Will there be an option to pay using credit card

4 Can you please point us to the enabling ligislation or protocols that put this new program 

into force.

5 $2,000 per site per submission? Or per year?

6 Further to Alison Coles question regarding payment, what about payment by EFT?

7 Are CoC amendments excluded from the CSAP review committee scope?

8 For clarity - there will be no ENV fees if a document goes through CSAP?

9 We have a site where a CoC Schedule B risk control will be temporarily removed due to 

construction. Schedule B says we are required to notify the director of this temporary 

removal. Would this notification go to ENV or CSAP?

10 Is there a process to followup on non-compliance of required submissions? Has the MENV 

ever enforced penalties for non-submittal?  Are there plans to review historical approved 

instruments on file in the site registry and add to the CSAP reporting deadline tracking 

schedule?

11 Did I see that reports required as condition of a permit or approval will NOT be submitted 

to CSAP?

12 Thanks Dave and Heather.  What other ENV services are being considered for transfer to 

CSAP in future?

13 If improved timelines is one of the goals, once a forgotten requirement is rectified, will the 

application retain its place in the queue or will it go to the back of the line?

14 Are there plans to expand the role of the RSC to include P6 pre-approvals?  And P4/P9 

Releases?  These applications seem to be the most significant hold up in the overall 

process currently.

15 Is there a "penalty/consequences" to the submitting AP if the RSC determines a submital is 

not sufficient/compliant? (similar to the instrument audit process)



16 What are the requirements for selection onto the review committee?

17 After CSAP does their review, do they send out the letter of confirmation to the RP?  Or 

does the reviewed package go to BC ENV?  If the latter, what sort of time frame for a 

confirmation letter that things are recieved in an approved time frame will BC ENV take?

18 Are there plans to review historical approved instruments on file in the site registry and 

add to the CSAP reporting deadline tracking schedule

19 What if a CoC has been obtained prior to site sale, and the property has been transferred 

to a new owner.  Any changes to the land use are no longer known or in control of the RP 

who obtained the instrument.   Who is responsible for notifying the Director of a change in 

land use (ie from IL to RL)?

20 If you are out of compliance, only timewise (missed the timing deadline), do you submit to 

ENV or CSAP

21 can you please repeat that last question Heather?

22 The CSAP screening process provided to APs by CSAP (e.g., by Anna) has been very 

beneficial given that we all seem to make the odd mistake in our submissions.  Does ENV 

provide a similar screening process?

23 For a high risk site with an annual monitoring requirement, can a request to change a 

directors requirement be submitted within the monitoring report?  Or should this be a 

separate submission?

24 Will there be a guidance document or ENV webpage that presents/summarizes this 

process?
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Asker Name Asker Email Answer(s)

cmarsh courtney.marsh@bchydro.com live answered

Marion houlbrookm@ae.ca live answered

Alison Cole alison.cole@advisian.com We accept back transfers and cheques.  

Not sure about credit cards, Nelly?

Bob Symington symington@gandalfconsulting.bc.ca live answered

Marion houlbrookm@ae.ca live answered

KareyDow (Legacy 

Environmental) 

kdow@legacyenv.ca Electronic Funds Transfer directly to our 

account before submitting the report is 

also acceptable. Copy of the transfer 

receipt would need to be attached.

Mark Adamson mark_adamson@golder.com live answered

tberger tberger@pinchin.com live answered

KareyDow (Legacy 

Environmental) 

kdow@legacyenv.ca live answered

Warren Mills - City of 

Richmond 

wmills@richmond.ca live answered

Tony Gillett tony.gillett@snclavalin.com live answered

Paul Embregts Paul.embregts@stantec.com live answered

Xavier Sandoval sandoval@gandalfconsulting.bc.ca live answered

Jeff Taylor jeff.taylor@activeearth.ca live answered

tberger tberger@pinchin.com live answered



Paul Embregts Paul.embregts@stantec.com live answered

Lori Larsen lori.larsen@jacobs.com live answered

Warren Mills - City of 

Richmond 

wmills@richmond.ca live answered

brhatch brenda.hatch@bchydro.com live answered

Cindy Ott cott@slrconsulting.com live answered

Vijay Kallur, Arcadis 

Canada Inc. 

Vijay.Kallur@Arcadis.com live answered

GeoEnviro Training 

Professionals 

info@geoenviropro.com live answered

Paul Embregts Paul.embregts@stantec.com live answered

Tom Frkovich tom.frkovich@wsp.com live answered


